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We report on the fabrication and electrical characterization of aligned multiwall nanotubes
sMWNTsd grown on a four-probe patterned catalyst layer. This structure has been designed to
directly measure the electrical property of as-grown MWNTs. The temperature-resistance results
show that the aligned MWNTs are semiconducting in directions perpendicular to the tube axis and
follow the three-dimentional hopping conduction mechanism. Effects of oxygen plasma on the
characteristics of the MWNTs are also investigated. Raman spectroscopy results indicate that
oxygen plasma treatments can be used to reduce the carbonaceous material in the film. As the
exposure time of oxygen plasma increases, the resistance of the aligned MWNTs increases mainly
due to the suppression of current conduction through carbonaceous materials. These results suggest
that oxygen plasma treatment is effective in improving the film quality of as-grown MWNTs.

© 2005 American Vacuum Society.fDOI: 10.1116/1.1924582g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubessCNTsd are considered highly attracti
for applications in nanoelectronics, field emission displ
and sensors due to their excellent electrical and phy
properties. In particular, multiwall nanotubessMWNTsd have
been widely investigated because of relatively lower gro
temperature and unique aligned structure.

Recently, the fabrication of thin-film transistors1 and field
emission displays2,3 using aligned MWNTs have been
ported, even though the electrical properties of alig
MWNTs have been investigated less than individual sin
or multiwall nanotubes. De Heeret al. showed that aligne
MWNTs have anisotrophic electrical properties depen
on the direction to the tube axis.4 The MWNTs used in tha
study were transferred onto a plastic substrate which
affect the accuracy of the measured results. More rece
Wanget al. reported similar electrical transport properties
aligned MWNTs obtained by inserting Au wires into
MWNTs. This method could cause some physical dama
the MWNTs film.5

Aligned MWNTs are typically synthesized by using
chemical vapor depositionsCVDd method, which is suitab
for the fabrication of electronic devices.6–8 However, during
the carbon nanotube growth, other carbonaceous mat
such as carbon nanoparticles, graphitic carbons, and a
phous carbon coatings on the MWNTs are simultaneo
incorporated in the film. These materials may adversel
fect the electrical characteristics of the aligned MWNTs fi

In this article, we propose a method for measuring
electrical characteristics of aligned MWNTs films by patte
ing the catalytic layer for MWNT growth as a four-po
probe. This four-probe method enabled us to perform ele
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cal measurements directly on the as-grown MWNTs wit
any additional processing. We also investigated the effe
an oxygen plasma on the optical and the electrical chara
istics of the aligned MWNTs. The results show that an o
gen plasma treatment improves the film quality by remo
carbonaceous materials and thus increases the electric
sistance of the aligned MWNTs.

II. EXPERIMENT

The fabrication steps used in this work are shown in
1. First, a photoresist was spin coated and patterned by
tolithography. A 200 nm thick Au layer was then depos
by thermal evaporation and formed electrode pads af
liftoff process in acetonefFig. 1sadg. Then, a 1mm thick
polymethylsmethacrylated was spin coated and hard bake
170 °C for 30 minfFig. 1sbdg. This layer was used to patte
the catalyst regions. The four-probe patterns were define
electron beam lithography and developed in a 33% sol
of methylethlyketone and isopropanol for 7 min. A cata
sFed was then deposited by electron-beam evaporation
the patterned region and followed by liftoff in acetonefFig.
1scdg. Finally, aligned MWNTs were grown in a plasma
hanced chemical vapor depositionsPECVDd system at atmo
spheric pressurefFig. 1sddg. Figure 2 shows geometry of
four-probe-pattern region. The patterns consist of five
vidual rectangular-shape regions each with an area o
320 mm2. They are separated by 500 nm in order to pre
a leakage current through the thin catalyst film.

An atmospheric pressure plasma “jet”sAtomflo 250D
from Surfx Technologiesd was used to grow MWNTs. Figu
3 is a schematic drawing of the system used in this w
The substrate was rapidly ramped up to process tempe
after purging with 40 slm of helium at room temperature
process temperature, helium with a flow rate of 25 slml:

passed through the plasma source and plasma was generated
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by applying rf power at 13.56 MHz. As a carbon precur
C2H2 sacetylened with a flow rate of 1.5 slm was added to t
plasma inside the system. The plasma power of 45 W
substrate temperature at 700 °C was used to grow the C
After MWNTs growth, the substrate was cooled down
room temperature in a helium ambient.

To investigate the effect of O2 plasma on the optical an
electrical properties, the as-grown MWNTs on the four-pr
structure were exposed to O2 plasma using a reactive io
etcher at room temperature. The plasma power was set
W and a chamber pressure to 150 m Torr, respectively
man analysis was conducted using a Labram HR m
Raman spectrometersJY Horibad. A 632.8 nm He–Ne lase
was used for excitations. The electrical characteristics o
aligned MWNTs have been obtained by using the four-p
circuit in ac mode over the temperature range of 2–300
physical property measurement system, manufacture
Quantum Design was used to make the measurements

FIG. 1. Fabrication processes of aligned MWNTs grown on the four-p
patterned Fe layers.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 23, No. 3, May/Jun 2005
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Multiwall carbon nanotube growth

MWNTs typical of those grown on the four-probe str
ture were characterized using scanning electron micros
sSEMd and once by high-resolution transmission electron
croscopysHR-TEMd. The outer diameter of the as-gro
MWNTs was found to range from 10 to 30 nm from
TEM and SEM images. Figure 4 shows a typical SEM im
of aligned MWNTs with a forest height of about 50mm,
grown at 700 °C for 3 min on the four-probe patterned
catalytic layer. The Fe layer was deposited to be 5 nm
and sintered in N2 ambient before loading to the PECV
chamber. It is commonly believed that adjacent nanot
attract and support each other by the van der Waals forc
thus the MWNTs grow vertically.6,9 The tubes appear to ha
approximately uniform diameters. The Fe nanoparticles
only found at the bottom suggesting a base growth me
nism dominates here.6,8

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of a four-probe patterned catalyst layer re
The patterns consist of five individual rectangular-shape regions eac
an area of 10320 mm2 separated by 500 nm to prevent a leakage cu
through the thin catalyst film.
FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of the atmospheric plasma CVD system.
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We were able to obtain HRTEM analysis once in orde
confirm the wall structures of the MWNTs. Figure 5 sho
HRTEM images of what we expect are our typical MWN
Figure 5sbd clearly shows the tubular nature of the nanotu
where the graphene planes are parallel to the tube axis
found that the MWNTs generally consist of 10–20 graph
shells with a hollow region of about 3–8 nm from the TE
analysis.

B. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has been used to characteriz
structures of different carbon nanotubes in a nondestru
manner. In this work, micro-Raman spectroscopy was ca
out in order to investigate the effect of oxygen plasma on
MWNTs. The Raman spectra gave information on the a
age properties of the MWNTs in the volume with an illum
nated area of a few square microns.

Figure 6 shows Raman spectra in the range
1200–1500 cm−1 for the MWNTs with different exposur
times of oxygen plasma. The two main features in the Ra
spectra are theD and G peaks at approximately 1330 a
1580 cm−1, respectively, as shown in the inset in Fig. 6. T
D peak is generally caused by defects in the curved gra

FIG. 4. SEM image of the as-grown MWNTs on the four-probe patterne
layer.

FIG. 5. sad TEM image for the MWNTs andsbd HRTEM image for multiwal

structure of CNTs.
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sheet and by the finite sizes of graphite crystallites.10 The G
peak corresponds to the tangential stretchingsE2gd mode of
graphite and indicates the presence of crystalline grap
structure in the MWNTs.11 We found that the width of theD
peak narrows as the exposure time of oxygen plasm
creases while the width of theG peak change slightly wit
plasma treatment.

Figure 7 shows the full width half maximumsFWHMd
values of theD peak and the intensity ratio ofIG/ ID as a
function of oxygen plasma treatment time. The FWHM va
of the D peak decreases by approximately 15 nm during
initial 20 s of plasma treatment time and then saturate
approximately 65 nm FWHM. The sharperD peaks after th
oxygen plasma treatment could be due to the reduced
der and/or reduced amounts of other carbonaceous ma
within the film. These other materials are undoubtedly in
porated in the MWNTs film during the CVD process a
could be removed by the O2 plasma more readily than t

FIG. 6. Raman spectra of theD line for the MWNTs grown on the fou
probe structure with the oxygen plasma treatments. The inset is a R
spectrum of the as-grown MWNTs in the range of 1000–2500 cm−1.

FIG. 7. FWHM of the RamanD peak andIG/ ID intensity ratios of th

MWNTs as a function of oxygen plasma treatment time.
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MWNTs due to their structural imperfection. The intens
ratio sIG/ IDd shows a slight increase with the plasma tr
ment time up to 20 s and then decreases. This, we t
indicates that overexposure to the oxygen plasma can
age the MWNTs as well.

C. Electrical characteristics of the MWNTs

To investigate the effect of oxygen plasma treatmen
the electrical properties of the MWNTs, electrical resistan
are measured in the temperature range of 2–300 K. The
gen plasma treatments were performed for 20 and 100 s
W. The MWNTs were also inspected using a SEM in orde
confirm that there was little change in their morphology a
the O2 plasma treatment.

Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence of the
tance measured from the as-grown MWNTs on the f
probe patterned Fe layer, with different O2 plasma exposur
times. For all samples, the four-probe resistance increas
the temperature decreases, showing typical semicondu
characteristics. Since the intrinsic resistance of indivi
MWNTs is much lower than the measured resistance
resistance is mainly attributed to electron hopping thro
tube to tube junctions, approximately perpendicular to
tubes’ axes.4 As the plasma treatment time increases,
four-probe resistance increases. The connection betwee
jacent CNTs is expected to be facilitated by the presen
carbonaceous materials on the tubes’ surfaces. As a c
quence, the increased resistance suggests that the O2 plasma
treatment removes carbonaceous materials surroundin
MWNTs and thus suppresses the current conduction thr
carbonaceous materials in the as-grown MWNTs forest
ter the plasma treatment for 100 s, the resistance increas
a factor of,5 over the entire temperature range.

At sufficiently low temperature, the intratube junction a
like a defect site limiting electron transport. The locali
electrons inside the tube can only contribute to charge t
port after getting a sufficient thermal energy to overcome
energy barrier of the junction. As the temperature decre
the hopping rate through the intratube junction reduces

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the four-probe resistance fo
MWNTs with O2 plasma treatments.
sulting in an increase of the resistance as shown in Fig. 8
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For the variable range hoppingsVRHd model in the stron
localization regime,12 the low-temperature resistivityrsTd is
given by

rsTd = r0 expST0

T
Dm

or

lnSrsTd
r0

D = ST0

T
Dm

, s1d

where the exponentm=1/4, 1/3, and 1/2 forthree-
dimensional, two-dimensional, and one-dimensional V
conduction, respectively; andT0 is the Mott characterist
temperature.

In order to analyze the obtained results, we tried to fi
resistance using differentm values in Eq.s1d and found tha
the best fit was obtained using aT−1/4 behavior. The choic
of m=1/4 makes the data fall on straight lines in the
temperature region.

Figure 9 shows lnsR/R0d versusT−1/4 for the as-grow
MWNTs and after O2 plasma treatment for 100 s. The lin
increase of lnsR/R0d in the lower temperature region su
ports the validity of the three-dimensional VRH model in
aligned MWNTs. The measured slopes were almost the
for the as-grown and for the plasma treatment for 20 s,
ing aT0 of 4.5 K. A smaller value ofT0 s2.5 Kd was obtaine
after an O2 plasma treatment for 100 s. The decrease iT0

indicates a degradation in the localization of the elec
wave functions, probably due to defects generated in
MWNTs after the excess plasma treatment.12

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A four-probe patterned catalyst layer has been devel
in order to directly measure the electrical characteristic
as-grown MWNTs. The temperature dependence of the
probe resistance suggests that the as-grown MWNT
semiconducting in directions perpendicular to the tube

e
FIG. 9. Plot of lnsR/R0d vs T−1/4 of the as-grown MWNTs with and witho
O2 plasma treatment.
.and follow the three-dimentional hopping conduction mecha-
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nism. Raman spectroscopy results indicate that ox
plasma treatments are useful for reducing the carbona
material in the film. With the oxygen plasma treatment,
resistance of the aligned MWNTs increases mainly due t
suppression of current conduction through these car
aceous materials. These results suggest that O2 plasma treat
ment is effective in improving the film quality of as-grow
MWNTs.
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